Char Pizza Oven - The No.1 - Legal Disclaimer - This must be read in full prior to use.
You Must read the below disclaimer in full before any use of The No.1 oven. If you do fail to read the below instruction this could cause serious bodily harm, or death to yourself or someone near to the
oven. If used in the wrong place or sat on top of the wrong object this could also end with property damage due to fire.
1. For outdoor use only.
a. Do not use near structures.
b. Place the No.1 on a safe and sturdy structure.
c. Keep out the way of garages, buildings, enclosed areas.
2. Please be aware this is a flammable object and should be kept
away from all flammable & combustible materials, flammable vapours, liquids & Gasolines.
3. If you are using this in communal or public areas, please be aware of all regulations and laws that may be required for using an outdoor flame during
specific seasons or periods of time which are high risk - e.g. drought or fire hazard periods.
4. This product is not designed to be used on a water vessel of any kind.
5. Be aware of weather conditions. Your No.1 Oven is not suitable for use
in high winds.
6. This is not an outdoor heater and should not be used for this purpose.
7. Due to the fuel used, The No.1 should always be used outside in well ventilated areas, this is so that any toxic fumes that may accumulate can
disperse correctly and not cause asphyxiation.
8. The No.1 has extremely hot openings, please keep others and yourself away from them when not using.
9. The No.1 is a wood fired flame oven. This means there is potential for flames to blow
outside of the enclosed areas.
a. Out of the back of the wood pellet hopper. b. From the top of the hopper when the lid is removed.
c. When opening the oven door. d. From the top of the chimney.
10. You will be at danger of damage to
your property or possible injury to yourself and people around The No.1 oven, should you not assemble it correctly or should you adjust or modify the oven in any way. Due to this, we recommend following all of the instructions to make sure you have
erected the oven correctly.
11. The No.1 should have regular inspections due to the use and high temperatures reached.
12. The No.1 has gone through rigorous testing and the key to a perfectly hot oven is making sure you use wood pellets
which are no longer than 3cm. If you use anything longer you will find that the pellets give off a more dull heat and will not get to the correct temperature.
13. Only use wood pellets certified for cooking.
14. We have made sure that all areas of
The No.1 that need to be moved or open have a safe and secure handle to hold and not burn yourself. That being said, please keep everyone away from all areas of the Oven so that they are not put at risk of burns. Do not touch any of the metal areas or
black painted areas and only use the handles provided.
15. Your No.1 oven has an incredibly hot naked flame in it, please do not leave this unattended for any reason. While operating The No.1 you should also be careful of any fire hazards,
whether this be dry leaves, or even combustible materials.
16. Please keep all electrical components and appliances away from The No.1.
17. A responsible adult should be the only person operating The No.1.
18. Only move
your Char oven when not in use and is fully cooled. Leave at least 1 hours after all embers and glow have gone from the ashes before moving or covering your oven.
19. Remove any flammable or combustible material from near your Char when
lit.
20. Your Char pizza oven ranges from 150-600° so be careful at all times.
21. When used responsibly, the Char Pizza Oven will last for many fun filled years of pizza making. Make sure to look after your Char and use it correctly to have
its full life span. It is the owners responsibility to ensure safe use of the oven at all times.

Quick start guide
Unpack components

1

2

Fold out legs

3

6

Place lid/removal tool
on top of oven

7

Assemble hopper lid/removal tool
with a washer both sides of the lid

4

Insert grate into hopper

Peel

Cooking
plate

5

Use lid/removal tool
to insert hopper

Insert cooking plate with
flame deflector to the rear

8

Assemble door with
a washer both sides of the door

DO NOT REMOVE
COOKING PLATE
DURING COOKING

9

Hook door into front of oven
and rest handle on work surface
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Close door ensuring top
tabs are fully engaged in slots

11

Firmly insert chimney with
rivets facing the back of the oven
(Chimney only fits one way)
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Lets cook pizza!

Cooking your first 12” pizza
1

Pour in 350g of pellets
(Approx half a starter box)

5

Slide pizza onto
cooking plate using peel.
DO NOT LEAVE PEEL IN OVEN

9

Remove pizza using peel.
Slice & serve!

2

Slide hopper open using removal
tool, light pellets & close hopper

6

Cook for approx 60-90 seconds

3

When well lit replace lid & slide
forward/back to
increase/decrease airflow

4

Wait approx 15 mins keeping
the oven above 350°C. This
makes sure the cooking plate
reaches the optimal temperature
for getting a nice crisp pizza base.

7

Remove pizza using peel,
rotate & place back in oven.
DO NOT LEAVE PEEL IN OVEN

8

Cook for approx
another 60-90 seconds

For full set up and cooking instructions please refer
to website below or scan code to left

www.charoutdoors.com

